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Section A

Short Sentences for ‘Completing the Blanks’ and ‘True or False’

1.

The number of Chapters in the Vachanamrut is 273.

2.

The first discourse retold in the Vachanamrut took place on
Samvat 1876 Magshar Sud 4.

4.

There is no spiritual means more difficult than maintaining the
inclination of one’s mind on the Murti of God.

3.

The Vachanamrut scripture is a compilation of the words spoken
by Purna Purushottam Lord Shree Swaminarayan.

5.

Any obstacle that arises in one's mind and which hinders a
disciple whilst meditating to the Murti of God, is called Maya.

7.

The association with a Sant is akin to an immensely potent wishfulfilling gem (Param Chintamani).

6.

8.

Someone who does not appreciate the services that are rendered
to him should be considered an ungrateful (Krutagni) person.
Purush and Prakruti exist as a result of God’s power.

9.

By understanding the glory of Lord Shree Swaminarayan, one’s
faith is strengthened.

11.

By maintaining purity of whatever you consume, your
antahkarans become purified.

13.

If one’s sense of taste in particular is completely conquered, all
the other senses will also be conquered.

10.
12.

14.

15.

16.

A person with prudence attains greatness within the Faith.

By conquering one’s senses, the antahkarans are also
conquered.
Consideration that the body is your own form and the relatives
of that body are yours should be recognised as Maya.

The association of a soul determines the eventual nature of his
antahkarans.

If a person is to flourish within the Faith, the auspicious
yearnings within him will increase.
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17.

If a person is to regress from the Faith, the inauspicious
yearnings within him will increase.

19.

Nothing can be fulfilled without having upasana.

18.

Only he who strives hard for the salvation of his own soul should
be recognised as an intelligent person (kushagrabhudhi).

20.

Spiritual knowledge, asceticism and devotion that is free of
arrogance is like 24 carat gold.

22.

Lord Shree Swaminarayan is the Lord of the Mul-akshar
categories who possess a form.

21.

23.

The lustre of Lord Shree Swaminarayan constitutes the body,
witness and soul of the Mul-akshar categories.

In comparison to Lord Shree Swaminarayan, the categories of
Mul-akshar etc. are regarded as being inert (anatma).

24.

All the mechanics that exist within the universe are also present
within this body.

26.

Bhuma-purush is Brahm when associated with Maya.

25.

Pradhan-purush is the same entity as Bhuma-purush.

27.

The attendants of Bhuma-purush who are in the state of
endeavouring reside in the abode, Avyakrut.

29.

The abode of Vishnu is called Vaikunth.

28.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.
36.

The abode called Avyakrut exists within the globe of this Earth.
The abode of Mul-purush is called Golok.
Maha-kal is superior to Mul-purush.

Nirran-muktas are superior to Maha-kal.

The abode of Nar-Narayan is called Badrikashram.

The original abode of Vasudev-brahm is called Brahmpur.

The abode in which the attendants of Vasudev-brahm who are
in the state of endeavouring, i.e. the Niran-muktas, reside, is
called Shwetdweep.

Whilst remaining in his own abode called Brahmpur, Vasudevbrahm appears before the Niran-muktas in Shwetdweep five
times each day.
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37.

Asceticism that is combined with spiritual knowledge is never
destroyed.

39.

The nature of one’s asceticism becomes apparent when
sensualities are encountered.

38.

A person who maintains the kind of intellect whereby he never
perceives flaws in the Satpurush will himself become free of
all faults.

40.

The nature of a person’s understanding is revealed when he
faces unfavourable situations.

42.

If a person utters words of cowardice, he should be regarded
as being impotent.

41.

43.
44.
45.

46.

47.
48.

If one person becomes a disciple of Lord Shree Swaminarayan,
those in 71 of his generations attain salvation.

If someone uses spiritual knowledge to support his thinking that
the religious decree is false, he should be recognised as being
a demon.
Just as a queen is superior to the ministers of a king, the Muktas
are superior to the incarnations.
He who has conquered his own mind has conquered the entire
world.
The manomay sphere refers to the mind.

The Naimisharanya region refers to the place where the
sharpness of the mind exists as the frivolities of the senses,
becomes pacified and blunt.

Maya has the ability to dissuade a person who is not completely
affirmed in his dedication to God.

49.

The physical (Sthool) body comprises of 15 principal
constituents (tattva).

51.

The soul (Atma) or Brahm cannot be visualised without having
upasana for Lord Shree Swaminarayan as existing always with
a distinct form (Sakar).

50.

The subtle (Shukshma) body comprises of 9 principal
constituents (tattva).

8

52.
53.
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If a soul maintains a firm association with the Sant, he never
falls from the Bhagwat-dharma nor does he ever become
unsteady within it.

If someone has a keen interest about the Faith, it will not be
difficult to recede his inappropriate traits.

54.

When performing darshan of the Lord, you should unify your
mind with your vision.

56.

Space (Akash) exists inherently within the other four primary
entities (Pruthvi (Earth), Jal (Water), Tej (Fire), Vayu (Wind)).

58.

Even in the direst of times or situations, you must never allow
even a slight perplexity to enter your mind.

55.

57.

59.
60.

It is during young age when merits and demerits arise more.

Even if a disciple’s body dies in unforeseen tragic circumstances,
he never faces degeneration into the nether realms.
Never allow the determination within your mind about God to
waver.

By keeping the five senses associated with God, enlightenment
shines within one’s intellect.

61.

A person who has the kind of nature of seeing the virtues of
others, develops a firm foundation within the Faith.

63.

A true aspirant of God should never trust the mind.

65.

The manifestation of Lord Shree Swaminarayan occurred for
the eternal salvation of souls.

62.

64.

66.

Everything that has evolved from Maya is insignificant and
destructible.
Strive to constantly keep thoughts of God within the mind.

Discarding affection for worldly objects and developing affection
for God is the essence of all the scriptures.

Section B

Questions and Answers - Part 1

Q1 In order, write the different section of the Vachanamrut and the
number of chapters within each.
A1
Gadhada First Section
78 Chapters
Sarangpur Section
18 Chapters
Kariyani Section
12 Chapters
Loya Section
18 Chapters
Panchala Section
7 Chapters
Gadhada Middle Section
67 Chapters
Vadtal Section
20 Chapters
Amdavad Section
8 Chapters
Ashlali Section
1 Chapter
Jetalpur Section
5 Chapters
Gadhada Last Section
39 Chapters
Q2 In our scriptures, Sadguru Shree Ramanand Swami has been said
to be the incarnation of Udhhav. How should this be understood?
A2 ‘Ut’ means superior and ‘dhav’ means Master (Swami). Therefore,
Udhhav refers to the superior Swami, i.e. Lord Shree
Swaminarayan. His incarnation refers to His Mukta. Sadguru Shree
Ramanand Swami was a Mukta of Lord Shree Swaminarayan. For
that reason, he is referred to as the incarnation of Udhhav.

Q3 Which forms should a disciples of Lord Shree Swaminarayan
meditate upon?
A3 The disciples of Lord Shree Swaminarayan should meditate on the
Murtis that have been installed within the Mandirs with the names
Shree Ghanshyam Maharaj, Shree Harikrishna Maharaj, Shree
Sahajanand Swami Maharaj etc. i.e. the original forms of Him.
However, they must not meditate on the forms of the previous
incarnations, such as Ram, Krishna etc. Furthermore, Lord Shree
Swaminarayan appeared in trances to people in the forms of the
previous incarnations. One must not meditate on those forms
either.
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Q4 What is the nature of intense passion (Vasna)?
A4 Intense passion is the desire that prevails within the conscience,
about objects, which have been previously enjoyed, seen or heard
about. Intense passion is also the yearning that exists within the
conscience, about objects that have not been previously
experienced.
Q5 What is Padma-kalp and Brahm-kalp?
A5 During the Nimitta Pralay (causal devastation), Sheshshayi i.e.
Lord Narayan, was resting. He was laid out on a bed of the serpent
called Shesh in the ocean of water. A lotus emerged from his navel
and Brahma was born within it. Brahma then created the 14 abodes
from the lotus. These creations are referred to as the Padma-kalp.
The creations that were created from the body of Brahma itself are
referred to as the Brahm-kalp.
Q6 Who can be referred to as the Swasidh-anadi, i.e. who is the selfaccomplished eternal entity?
A6 He who has not received preaching from another, does not perform
devotion to another, and does not depend on anyone else, can be
called the Swasidh-anadi. Such a Swasidh-anadi is Lord Shree
Swaminarayan, and no-one else.
Q7 What should be understood as the anvay and vyatirek nature of
Lord Shree Swaminarayan?
A7 Lord Shree Swaminarayan remains omnisciently present through
the form of His lustre within all entities, such as Mul-akshar,
Vasudev-brahm, Mul-purush, Maya and Jeev, and is their
controller. This is the anvay nature of Lord Shree Swaminarayan.
Beyond everything else, He presides in a distinct, two-armed,
divine, murtiman form within His Brahm-jyoti (lustre) i.e.
Akshardham, and imparts bliss to His own Anadi-muktas. This
constitutes the vyatirek nature of Lord Shree Swaminarayan.

Q8 What is meant by Dahar-vidya and Akshi-vidya?
A8 Dahar-vidya is where one contemplates on the Murti of Lord Shree
Swaminarayan amongst lustre, within the heart. In Akshi-vidya, one
eye concentrates on the Murti in the heart whilst the other eye, kept
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open and without blinking, concentrates on the external Murti. The
functions of each eye are then alternated. Hence, the eye that was
concentrating on the Murti within [the heart], is focused on the
external Murti, and the eye that was kept open without blinking and
was concentrated on the external Murti, now meditates on the Murti
within. This technique is known as Akshi-vidya.

Q9 What is meant by swabhavik nature?
A9 A person may have the tendency to talk too much, enforce
everything to occur according to his own will, or whose physical
activities may not be compatible with others, and not have
simplicity in his own behaviours; such a person has possessed
such an innate temperament from birth to birth. This is referred
to as swabhavik nature. One should not demerit the person
because of such a nature.

Q10 Describe the characteristics of the four types of disciples;
aggrieved (aart), desirous of wealth (arth-arthi), desirous of
knowledge (jignasu), and knowledgeable (gnani).
A10 Someone who has no wish to be relieved of his miseries by
anyone other than Lord Shree Swaminarayan is an aggrieved
disciple (aart). A person who desires women, wealth or kingdom
etc. but does not want these from any deity but only from Lord
Shree Swaminarayan, is a disciple who is desirous of wealth
(arth-arthi). Someone who has a desire of seeing anything other
than the Murti of Lord Shree Swaminarayan, such as his own soul
etc. is called a disciple who is desirous of knowledge (jignasu).
Someone who believes himself to be the form of Purushottam
and remains enjoined to the Murti of Purushottam Lord Shree
Swaminarayan whilst performing all activities, and has no other
desires except for the Murti, is known as being knowledgeable
(gnani) and selfless (nishkam).

Q11 Explain the principles behind the example of Dhruvaji, NarNarayan, the weapon and the Yakshas?
A11 Dhruvaji refers to a disciple and Nar-Narayan refers to Lord Shree
Swaminarayan. The weapon refers to the spiritual knowledge
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relating to Lord Shree Swaminarayan. The Yakshas refer to the
internal enemies such as lust and anger. If true knowledge about
Lord Shree Swaminarayan is acquired, the internal enemies are
eliminated.

Q12 God is the divine Murti. Does He eat worldly food or not?
A12 If the disciple offering the food does so with immense sentiment,
God acknowledges those sentiments and turns the worldly items
divine, and makes them beyond the attributes of Maya (nirgun);
and then accepts them. Due to His prowess, He does not allow
the amount of food to reduce. Instead, He returns the divine bliss
of His own Murti to the disciple. For this reason, nothing should
be eaten without first offering it to God.

Q13 What are the characteristics of lethargy (pramad) and infatuation
(moh)? How are they eradicated?
A13 One should worship God, obey His commands, and remain
associated with sants. These things should be done; if they are
not, and instead, other things, which should be refrained from,
are done, it should be known as lethargy. An inability to distinguish
between what should and should not be done, and being
obsessed by the five sensations, is the characteristic of
infatuation. By intensely serving the extremely great sants, who
have come from the abode of Lord Shree Swaminarayan for the
betterment of souls, and vehemently abiding by the commands
of God, Lord Shree Swaminarayan and His Muktas mercifully
eradicate one’s lethargy and infatuation.

Q14 What should be understood by the example of the larva and the
bee?
A14 A bee grabs hold of a larva and stings it. It then buzzes hovering
over it. Due to this, that body of the larva becomes transformed
into the bee. No bodily parts of the larva remain. The larva takes
the form of the bee. The meaning behind that example is as
follows. The larva refers to the soul and the bee refers to Lord
Shree Swaminarayan and His Satpurushs. The sting refers to the
knowledge of God and the buzzing refers to His glory. When a
soul associates with God or His Satpurushs, they provide him with
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the knowledge of God and persistently explain the glory of God.
Once that glory is understood, the soul is able to meditate on
God, through which, he acquires the same divine sakar form as
Lord Shree Swaminarayan and enters into His personal service.

Q15 How should a disciple of God behave during times of adversity?
A15 Hindrances, such as a physical disease, old age, and difficulty in
seeing, can all be considered to be adversities. Under such
adversities, it is not possible to awaken early to bathe; instead, a
person bathes late. Consequently, at times of religious
discourses, he may have to perform his daily adoration (pooja).
If he performs adoration, he misses the discourse. If he goes to
hear the discourses, his adoration is further delayed. He should
first perform devotion of listening [to the discourses] (shravanbhakti), and then perform the adoration, chanting and reciting;
then both rituals are observed. If someone is inflicted with a
prolonged illness, or a king imprisons him, he may not be able to
attend to his religious duties or devotion, such as offering service
or listening [to discourses]. Under such circumstances, he should
constantly contemplate about Lord Shree Swaminarayan. Then,
he does not fall from the path of salvation.

Q16 Those who contemplate about the material forms wander
amongst the hell of the 8.4 million species. What should be
understood by this statement?
A16 When Lord Shree Swaminarayan was presiding on the Earth in a
human form, if someone considered that human form of His Murti
as having human qualities, and did not consider Him to be divine;
and at the present time, when that God is giving darshan in His
idol form, if someone considers that idol to be metal, stone etc.
i.e. material, but not divine; that person should be known as
contemplating about material forms. Such a person does not
escape from the hell of Maya or the cycle of birth and death.

Q17 What is meant by eternal (sanatan) God and contemporary
(aadhunik) God?
A17 He who is independently authoritative is called the eternal God.
Whoever has the power of his superior inherent within him is
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called the contemporary God. Therefore, only Lord Shree
Swaminarayan can be described as the eternal God. All others,
including Vairaj, Ahankar, Mahat-tattva, Pradhan-Purush, Mulpurush, Vasudev-brahm, and everyone up to Mul-akshar, are
dependent on Lord Shree Swaminarayan and possess prowess
bestowed by Him. Therefore, they are all called contemporary
Gods.

Q18 What principle should be understood from the example of King
Galav?
A18 King Galav wanted to go to [the abode of] the deity Varun, but
was unable to go there himself. He therefore rode on Garud to
reach there. Despite this, the sentiments of servitude that he had
towards Garud did not cease. Similarly, a soul who seeks
salvation, wants to go to Lord Shree Swaminarayan but is unable
to [independently] go to Him. The soul therefore becomes
inherently integrated with a Mukta – his guru, i.e. he believes the
form of the guru to be his own, that is to say, he believes ‘that
Mukta is me.’ By becoming inherently integrated with that guru,
the sentiments of servitude towards him do not cease. Through
developing sentiments of being congruent with the guru, the veil
between Lord Shree Swaminarayan and the person who seeks
salvation ceases, and he attains a realisation (sakshatkar) about
Lord Shree Swaminarayan’s Murti. This is the life-source for all,
meaning that from amongst all the ways of attaining Lord Shree
Swaminarayan, this is supreme.

Q19 What principle should be understood from the example of the
Gopis and Durvasa?
A19 Durvasa had attained a congruency with Lord Shree Krishna. By
serving him, the obstacle of Yamunaji encountered by the Gopis
was overcome. Similarly, by serving the Satpurushs who have a
congruency with Lord Shree Swaminarayan, the obstacle of Maya
is eradicated. Just as Shree Krishna gave a command to the
Gopis, Lord Shree Swaminarayan has commanded all those who
seek salvation to serve such Satpurushs. He has stated that by
serving them, He is being served. He has stated that He and such
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Satpurushs are separate from all actions, totally unaffected by all
actions, detached from everything and invariable when faced by
all flaws.

Q20 What type of activity would constitute being an ‘episode’ and what
would be classified as being a ‘behaviour’?
A20 An episode can be of 2 types; worldly and divine. At times, He
may fail or be defeated. These are worldly behaviours. He may
make others fall into a trance in which He reveals all the
incarnations bowing down to Him; or He may make all the
incarnations merge into Him. Such striking phenomena are called
His divine episodes. Lord Shree Swaminarayan observed staunch
celibacy, performed austerities, maintained renunciation and
asceticism, begged for food, drank water from a gourd, ate food
that had all been mixed together in one bowl, and offered His
services to the deities. He performed all these kinds of behaviours
in order to impart lessons to His disciples. Such activities are
called behaviours. The religious decree is contained within such
behaviours.
Questions and Answers - Part 2

Q1 How can it be comprehended that Lord Shree Swaminarayan is as
pratyaksh today, as He was when He was present in a human
form?
A1 Lord Shree Swaminarayan showed us His divine Murti in the form
of a human being. He shows the very same form today, in the form
of His idols. Therefore, the idol of Lord Shree Swaminarayan is
pratyaksh Lord Shree Swaminarayan. Until one believes that these
idols are divine, salvation cannot be attained, even if numerous
spiritual endeavours are performed. Therefore, today, the idols of
Lord Shree Swaminarayan themselves are the divine Murti. In
paroksh scriptures it is said that idol worship leads to salvation, but
only after a long time; and these scriptures have classified those
who worship idols as being the lowest category of worshippers.
However, Lord Shree Swaminarayan Himself has stated in GFS 48
and GFS 68, “My idol is My own self, and he who does not respect
My idol and misbehaves, has no determination about Me; he is a
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hypocrite and such a person will never achieve salvation.” Thus,
Lord Shree Swaminarayan Himself has invalidated the idea, that
had been held for a long time about the concept of idols. Therefore,
it should be understood that the idol of Lord Shree Swaminarayan
is Lord Shree Swaminarayan Himself.

Q2 In which manner is an attainment regarded as being the sakshat
attainment?
A2 Whilst Shreejimaharaj is giving darshan in a human form, if
thoughts of materiality in His human Murti are eliminated and
divinity is perceived in Him, and if one remains obedient to Him
and takes resort in Him, it can be said that the sakshat attainment
has been achieved.
Today, He gives His darshan in the form of an idol. Only if one
eliminates thoughts of idol-like sentiments and perceives divinity
in Him; obeys His commands; takes resort under Him; passes the
days and nights partaking in discourses and singing songs about
the Lord; can perceive his soul as being Brahm-roop, i.e.
Purushottam-roop; has no attachment to anything else except for
Lord Shree Swaminarayan; and abandons irreligious activities and
lives according to the religious decree, can it be said that he has
acquired the sakshat attainment. Someone who behaves with
disrespect, and does not eliminate sentiments of human or idol
attributes in the Murti of God, has not achieved the sakshat
attainment.

Q3 Explain how the idol form of Lord Shree Swaminarayan is the
sakshat God Himself.
A3 When God gives His darshan in the abode of deities, He behaves
like deities; when He manifests amongst human beings, He
behaves like humans; and when He incarnates in the form of an
animal, His actions are like those of an animal. When He gives
darshan in the form of an idol, He acts according to the behaviour
of an idol. Today, He is gives darshan in the form of the idols, so
He behaves in accordance with how an idol should behave.
However, at times, when He finds it appropriate to speak with a
disciple, He does speak with him, eats and shows miracles. If He
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is not pratyaksh, how do these miracles occur? Therefore, today,
Lord Shree Swaminarayan is sakshat in an idol form. There is no
greater sinner than someone who contradicts this.

Q4 Explain what is meant by the command, ‘one should not wish to
enjoy any object that are meant for the Lord’?
A4 If ascetic or gruhasth disciples consume food or drink without
offering them first to Shreejimaharaj’s Murti or to the Shikshapatri;
or if they wear clothes or jewellery without consecrating them by a
Murti or to the Shikshapatri, then, it should be considered that they
have used articles that were meant for the Lord. Gruhasths should
never wish to use, for their own purpose, articles that belong to the
Temple, such as garments, ornaments, vehicles, utensils etc.
Ascetics may be given charity in the form of food or money etc.
whilst travelling in the villages. However, this should not be used
for their food and drink without having offered it to the Lord. Clothes
that are received during religious discourses should only be used
in accordance with the rules prescribed in the Dharmamrut.
However, if the clothes are surplus, they should be deposited in
the Temple office (kothar), but the ascetics must not keep
possession of the clothes. Those who do not follow the guidelines
prescribed may be considered to be those who have enjoyed
articles meant for the Lord.
Q5 What are the characteristics of an insignificant person (pamar), a
sensual person (vishayi), a person desiring salvation (mumukshu)
and a downfallen (patit) person?
A5 Someone who abides by the five vartmans as stipulated by Lord
Shree Swaminarayan, but who has no prudence about what is
important and what is unimportant; is idle and does not offer any
services to the Faith; and does not perform any means such as
meditation, worship, should be regarded as an insignificant person.
Someone who abides by the five vartmans; pleases Lord Shree
Swaminarayan through means such as the nine-fold devotion
(navdha-bhakti); and who wishes to attain Lord Shree
Swaminarayan, i.e. to visualise Him within his soul, but does not
endeavour to visualise the Murti, is regarded as a sensual person.

18
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Someone who abides by the five vartman and performs various
means to please Lord Shree Swaminarayan, such as selfless
devotion combined with the religious decree, spiritual knowledge,
asceticism and the knowledge of His greatness; and who is keen
and relentless in practising meditation so that he can visualise Lord
Shree Swaminarayan within his soul, should be regarded as being
a person who is seeking salvation. Someone who contravenes the
five vartmans should be considered to be a downfallen person. He
is totally incapable of accomplishing anything worthwhile. Such a
person never attains salvation.

Q6 Explain the meaning behind the example of the nest and peg.
A6 If an animal is tied to a peg, it does not leave and go elsewhere.
Although it is tied with a rope, it faces towards the peg. Similarly, a
disciple of Lord Shree Swaminarayan performs all activities, such
as listening to the discourses of God, eating, drinking etc. with
affection for the Lord, and whilst facing Lord Shree Swaminarayan.
He does not momentarily forget the Murti of God, and all the
activities are performed facing the Lord. This status is described
using the example of the peg; this status is that of the Paramekantik-muktas. Using the example of the bird singing and staring
out from its nest, the status of Anadi-muktas is described. Such
Muktas remain merged within the Murti of Lord Shree
Swaminarayan and perform all the activities without ever leaving
the Murti. A person’s ultimate status is dependent on his behaviour
during the time he is endeavouring to reach a state of
accomplishment.

Q7 How can one recognise the immoral associations that exist within
the Faith?
A7 If someone is an ascetic but affiliates with women or wealth; or if
thoughts about women arise within his mind, but he does not
perform penance by observing a fast; or if someone is a gruhasth
but associates with other women, or if he aspires for someone
else’s wealth, he should be known as a Kunda-panthi. Whether
someone is an ascetic or gruhasth, if he takes medicines
containing alcohol or meat; uses imported bottled medicines that
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contain alcohol; or if he consumes garlic, onions, tobacco, hemp,
asafoetida, opium etc., or any other prohibited food, then he should
be considered to be the same as a Shakti-panthi. Anyone who
does not accept Lord Shree Swaminarayan to be omniscient; has
no respect for Him; considers five-vartman-abiding disciples of
Lord Shree Swaminarayan as mere humans; perceives the idols
of Lord Shree Swaminarayan to be just pictures or statues, etc. but
has no understanding of divinity in Them, should be likened to an
atheist. Someone who understands Lord Shree Swaminarayan to
be nirakar (having no distinct form), should be likened to be a
Vedanti. One should not associate with these kinds of people.

Q8 What is meant by the statement, ‘ascetics and gruhasths one
should behave with appropriate level of arrogance about the body
and indulge in the sensations to an appropriate degree’?
A8 A disciple, who is free from passions, may have remained as a
gruhasth. He should wear fine clothes and keep vehicles in
accordance with his status and class, but should not keep the guise
of a pauper. This is referred to as having an appropriate level of
arrogance about his body. He should marry and keep his wife in
his home, and indulge in food, drink etc. as stipulated in the
scriptures. This is referred to as indulging in the sensations to an
appropriate degree. Someone who is an ascetic may deserve
reverence because of the sadhu-like virtues that he possesses, his
old age, or because of his scholarly prowess. If someone honours
him, he should accept that commendation. This is referred to as
keeping an appropriate level of arrogance about his body. He may
prefer eating simple foods but he should eat whatever items of food
are served to everyone else. He should not insist on eating just
raw grain, fruits or flowers, or consuming flour. This is referred to
as indulging in the sensations in an appropriate manner.

Q9 If a person severs his chaste affiliation with an incarnation and
instead, develops chaste affiliation towards the Incarnator, is his
chastity being marred or fortified?
A9 When a person meets the Incarnator, Lord Shree Swaminarayan,
he should sever determination towards the other incarnation and
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only develop fidelity, like that of a chaste woman, towards the
Incarnator, Lord Shree Swaminarayan. There is no disadvantage
in doing that; in fact, there is only gain. This is because there is
only one Lord of all, and He is the Incarnator, Lord Shree
Swaminarayan. Therefore, one should sever determination for the
incarnations and develop determination for the Incarnator, Lord
Shree Swaminarayan. Until the upasana of the Incarnator, Lord
Shree Swaminarayan, who is the abode of all happiness, has been
attained, supreme bliss has not been gained. Supreme bliss is
attained only when one encounters the Incarnator, Lord Shree
Swaminarayan, recognises Him and develops upasana for Him.

Q10 What is meant by the statement, ‘one should identify with a
Satpurush, consider him to be one’s own, revere him and
consider him to be like a pilgrimage site’?
A10 Everyone does whatever is required for the appeasement of their
physical body, which is composed of gases, bile and phlegm,
such as providing food and water to it. In the same manner, one
should offer whatever services are required in order to appease
the Satpurush. One should become troubled due to his anxieties
and pleased due to his happiness. This is regarded as identifying
with the Satpurush. A person provides his wife and sons with food,
clothes, jewellery, luxuries, wealth etc. and keeps them
comfortable. He even disregards his own suffering and goes to
far away lands in order to earn money for them, so that he can
spend that money to buy whatever they want. When one spends
such wealth in this way for the Satpurush, it can be said that he
has regarded the Satpurush to be his own. Just as someone has
reverence and sentiments of divinity for the Murtis, which are
made of metal, wood, stone etc., and offers them food, lays them
to rest, awakens them, lights incense and lamps before them,
performs the aarti ceremony before them, and performs
prostrations (dandvat), circumambulations (pradakshina) around
them; he should have the same reverence and feelings of divinity
towards the Satpurush. People have consideration for the waters
of the Ganges, Yamuna, Sabramati, Unmatt-ganges etc. to be
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purifying by bathing in or drinking from it. One should have the
same feelings of becoming purified by water that has been
sanctified by the Satpurush by it having touched his feet. A person
who has all these sentiments [towards the Satpurush] can be said
to have considered remaining in the Faith to be greater for
attaining salvation than any of the other spiritual means.
Someone who does not have them is equivalent to an ox and a
donkey.
Questions and Answers Part 3

Q1 Describe the four types of devastation.
A1 There are four types of devastation (pralay); continuous
(nitya),causal (nimit), natural (prakrut) and final (aatyantik). The
bodies of all, from the microscopic organisms to Indra, who exist
in the ten Loks beginning from hell (patal) to the heaven (swarg),
are continuously being destroyed. This is referred to as the
devastation.
(1) Continuous Devastation. 4.32 billion human years is equivalent
to one of Brahma’s days. His night is just as long. During the
duration of just his day, 1000 Satyugs, 1000 Tretayugs, 1000
Dwaparyugs and 1000 Kaliyugs occur. Also, 14 Manus and 14
Indras rule for appropriate times and are all then destroyed. The
creation and destruction of all these during Brahma’s day is called
the continuous devastation. In other words, the creation of deities,
demons and humans etc. everywhere and then their destruction,
which all occurs during just one of Brahma’s days, is called
continuous devastation.
(2) Causal Devastation. When Brahma’s day passes and night
time is reached, Brahma goes to sleep. The Tri-lok, i.e. Swarg,
Mrutyu and Patal, are all destroyed. His night is as long as his day.
At the end of his night, when it is morning again, he creates the
Tri-lok once again. In this manner, the destruction that occurs at
the end of Brahma’s day and the creation that occurs the next
morning; this is referred to as the causal devastation.
(3) Natural Devastation. Brahma keeps his body for 100 of his
years. At the end of this, his body also dies. The Fourteen Loks
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and the Cosmos are all destroyed. In other words, the 14 elements
such as Maha, become merged into Pradhan-purush, and
Pradhan-purush becomes merged into Mul-maya. This is referred
to as the natural devastation.
(4) Final Devastation. When the simultaneous devastation of
infinitely many cosmoses, in the form of Pradhan-purush occurs,
the cause of those infinite many Pradhan-purushs who is Mulprakruti, merges them all into himself. Mul-prakruti then becomes
completely merged into the body of his master, who is Mul-purush.
At such a time, Mul-purush goes to reside in the proximity of his
master, Vasudev-brahm, and sits in his assembly. This is called
the final devastation.
Beyond these four devastations is the fifth devastation, which is
called the spiritual knowledge devastation – Gnan-pralay. Through
the association of Lord Shree Swaminarayan and His Satpurushs,
a person seeking salvation attains true spiritual knowledge about
Purna Purushottam Lord Shree Swaminarayan. Consequently, he
merges all the entities even above Mul-maya, including Mahapurush, Vasudev-brahm and Mul-akshar, into the lustre of Purna
Purushottam Lord Shree Swaminarayan. He remains focussed only
on the Murti of Lord Shree Swaminarayan. Then, no-one else,
including Mul-akshar etc. comes into his vision, and only Lord
Shree Swaminarayan is visualised. He does not fear, be influenced
by, give importance to, or have any affection for, anyone other than
Lord Shree Swaminarayan. This is referred to as the spiritual
knowledge devastation.

Q2 In which manner should one know Lord Shree Swaminarayan in
accordance with the four scriptures, namely Sankhya etc.
A2 The followers of the Sankhya philosophy say that Jeev and Ishwar
are powerless to do anything without Mul-purush and have thus
described Mul-purush as God. Similarly, the disciples of the
pratyaksh Lord Shree Swaminarayan should recognise Lord Shree
Swaminarayan to be the Lord, with the understanding that above
Mul-purush, exists the category of Brahm and above Brahm exists
the category of Akshar, who are all powerless to do anything
without Lord Shree Swaminarayan [1].
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The followers of Yog say that one should understand the soul to
be distinct from the three types of the body, and meditate on the
murti of Mul-purush. Similarly, the disciples of Lord Shree
Swaminarayan should meditate on the Murti of Lord Shree
Swaminarayan with the understanding that their soul is of a similar
form to Lord Shree Swaminarayan’s Murti, i.e. Purushottam-roop [2].
The Vedant states that Mul-purush pervades throughout Jeev and
Maya, and is the cause of them both. In the same way, the
disciples of the pratyaksh Lord Shree Swaminarayan should
recognise the pratyaksh Lord Shree Swaminarayan to pervade
through Jeev, Maya, Mul-purush, Brahm and Akshar, via His lustre,
and that He sustains them all, is their creator, their controller and
rewards them for their deeds [3].
The Panch-ratra scripture commands one to recognise the Lord of
Swet-dweep, Vasudev, to be the cause of all the incarnations
including Machh, Kurma etc. and Ram, Krishna etc. and perform
devotion to him. Similarly, the disciples of Lord Shree
Swaminarayan should understand Him to be the cause and
Incarnator of all the incarnations such as Akshar etc. and worship
Him accordingly [4].
Someone who understands the pratyaksh Lord Shree
Swaminarayan in these four ways, is completely knowledgeable.

Q3 What is meant by the statement, ‘ascetics and gruhasths who have
intense desires for the six tendencies, such as greed for wealth,
will not be contented’?
A3 [1] An ascetic would not even think about sitting with or speaking
to women. However, a woman may come into his proximity, and
thoughts about looking at her may arise. This constitutes having
passions for women. [1] Having thoughts about being with and
being intimate with other women constitutes the passion for
gruhasths. [2] An ascetic may be struck by an illness or another
hardship, or he may want to go on a pilgrimage, etc., but cannot
find anyone to pay for his expenses. He may then start to think, ‘if
I had kept some money, it would have come in use during these
kinds of difficult circumstances.’ Such thoughts may arise. He may
need clothing, etc., but may not be able to get it when he needs it
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and instead he may have to wait. During such circumstances, he
may think, ‘if I had kept a stock of clothes, it would have been
useful.’ Such kinds of thoughts may arise. This constitutes having
greed. [2] A gruhasth may have accumulated wealth through
honest means. However, if that money is not used for Lord Shree
Swaminarayan or a Satpurush who abides by the five vartmans;
or for a disciple who abides by the five vartmans and has difficulty
finding enough to eat and drink, or to free him if he has become
involved in certain legal difficulties, then, this constitutes greed for
wealth, etc. [3] An ascetic who eats the foods he attains separately,
but does not combine it all and mix it with water, is said to have a
partiality for tastes. [3] Whilst eating, a gruhasth may become
agitated or quarrel with the cook about the food being too salty or
without taste. That should be known as having a partiality for
tastes. In that case, how can ascetics even talk about food being
too salty or lacking in taste? [4] An ascetic may be arrogant about
his knowledge or other virtues; he may have thoughts about
wearing fine clothing, or he may be unwilling to offer his services
to an eminent sant, etc. This constitutes having arrogance about
his own body. [4] A gruhasth may have conceit about his caste,
clan, wealth or standing in society, etc. He may be fascinated about
wearing fine clothing and jewellery to enhance his physical
appearance. He may not appreciate the greatness of an eminent
disciple because that person is poorer than him or of an inferior
clan. He may not offer his physical services to God and His
disciples. This constitutes having arrogance about his own body.
[5] An ascetic or disciple may have affection and affinity for
someone who has not taken the patronage of Lord Shree
Swaminarayan, is averse and outside the Faith, or for someone
who is an ascetic or disciple but not obedient to the commands of
Lord Shree Swaminarayan. This constitutes having affection for
those who are averse from God for both [ascetics and gruhasths].
[6] An ascetic may experience joy or sorrow at seeing the
contentment or distress of his mother, father or other former
relatives. He may remain in touch with them, ask about them and
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keep correspondence with them. This constitutes having affection
for his relatives. [6] A gruhasth may have more affection for his
wife, son and other relatives, who are not disciples of Lord Shree
Swaminarayan, than he does for the disciples of Lord Shree
Swaminarayan who abide by the five vartmans. His inclination
(vrutti) may remain more focussed on them, and he may have
more allegiance to those others. This constitutes having affection
for relatives.

Q4 What are the characteristics of the five vartmans for gruhasths?
A4 [1] Do not consume alcohol. Gruhasthas must never consume the
3 types of liquors, 11 types of alcoholic drinks, unfiltered milk,
hemp, opium, tobacco, marijuana, majam, tea, drug concoctions
used for medicinal purposes, medicine that is administered by an
unknown physician or any medicine that contains alcohol. All these
are considered to be akin to alcohol. In addition, it is stated in GFS
55 T.2, that one’s senses are called prostitutes and the objects of
the senses are called the intoxicants. Therefore, jesters, actors,
circus, drama, dance, public fairs, gambling, dice, playing cards
etc. are all equivalent to alcohol. For this reason, one can only be
said to have abandoned all alcohol if they have abandoned all
these activities.
[2] Do not consume meat. Only if one does not consume meat
itself; grain that has not been cleaned, unfiltered water, ghee or oil;
garlic, onion, asafoetida, the fruit of the oombra tree, mixtures
made of decomposed pulses, inappropriate medicinal dry powders;
and articles that have had contact with meat, can it be said that
meat has been abandoned.
[3] Do not steal. Refraining from committing theft is defined as: Not
taking something that has an owner or an item that been found on
the road or in a forest; not obtaining articles forcedly by paining
others; not misappropriating entrusted deposits; and offering one
tenth or one twentieth of one’s income to God.
[4] Observe the vow of celibacy (averi), i.e. brahmcharya. One
must never associate with a woman other than his wife, and not
even think about having such relations. One must never talk to
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them in solitude, walk with them alone, or look at them with immoral
intentions. This is the manner by which one should refrain from
associating with other women. In addition, a disciple must
associate with his own wife without becoming infatuated with her,
and in accordance with the customs during her period of
menstruation. One must refrain from even his own wife on:
Ekadashi and the previous and subsequent days; on the
manifestation days of God and the previous and following days;
the day of Amas; during the Shravan month; at times of
anniversaries of ancestors’ deaths (shraddh); when at a pilgrimage
site; when observing vows; and during ceremonial periods, etc. In
addition, one must never touch a widow who is not closely related
to him. This is the vow of celibacy for a gruhasth.
[5] Do not sin or make others sin. A disciple should not eat food
that has been given to them by inappropriate people, nor should
one give food to people if it is inappropriate for them to take it. In
other words, food or drink must not be consumed without
considering where you are consuming it (jya-tya), who is giving to
you (jenu-tenu), and what you are consuming (jevu-tevu).
These are the five vartmans for a gruhasth, which should be
observed by all. Married women and widows should also observe
the religious duties and should refrain from associating with other
men etc. in accordance with their stage of life (ashram).

Section C

Vachanamrut Gadhada First Section, Chapter 1
In Samvat 1876, Magshar Sud 4 (Sunday 21 November 1819),
Shreejimaharaj arrived during the night at the living quarters of the
sadhus, at Dada Khachar's court in Gadhada. He was dressed entirely
in white clothing. A congregation of sadhus and disciples from different
regions had assembled before His lotus face.

Then, Shreejimaharaj asked, (1) “Of all the means to please God,
which is the most difficult?” All the brahmcharis, sadhus and gruhasth
disciples tried to answer according to their understanding, but none
were able to provide a satisfactory answer. So Shreejimaharaj said,
“Well! I shall answer. No means to please God is as difficult as having
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a constant inclination (vrutti) of one's mind towards the Murti of God.
The scriptures have not referred to any better achievement than to
have a constant inclination of one's mind on the Murti of God, because
the Murti of God is just like a wish-fulfilling gem (chintamani). Just as
a person in possession of such a gem can acquire whatever object he
desires, a person who has a constant inclination of his mind on the
Murti of God, can instantly visualise Jeev, Ishwar, Maya and Brahm, if
he so wishes. He can also visualise God’s abodes, such as Vaikunth,
Golok, Brahm-mahol. Therefore, there is no other means more difficult
than having a constant inclination of one’s mind on the Murti of God,
and there is no other achievement greater than this [1].”
A disciple then asked Shreejimaharaj, (2) “What is the nature of that
which is called the Maya of God?” Shreejimaharaj replied, “For a
disciple of God, any obstacle which arises in his mind and hinders him
whilst meditating on the Murti of God, is called Maya [2].”

Muktanand Swami then queried, (3) “Having left his physical body,
which is composed of the five basic elements (panch-bhut), what form
does a disciple of God attain whilst going to Lord’s abode?”
Shreejimaharaj replied, “By the will of God, a disciple under the shelter
of Dharma-kul attains a Brahm-may form. Having left their physical
body, whilst going to the Lord’s abode, some disciples ride eagles,
some travel upon chariots and some make the journey sitting in
aircraft. The Lord’s disciples reach the Lord’s abode in this manner.
This can be perceived by a person who has achieved Yog-samadhi [3].”

A disciple then asked, (4) “Why is it that some people, despite them
having a long-standing association with the Satsang, still do not have
as intense an admiration for it, in the same manner that they have for
their body and their relatives?” Shreejimaharaj replied, “He has not
fully understood the glory of God. When a sadhu, whose association
can lead him to fully understand the glory of God, points out his faults,
he is unable to accept and remedy those faults. Furthermore, he starts
to demerit that sadhu. Due to this sin, such a person cannot develop
an intensive affiliation to the Satsang. This happens because any sin
committed elsewhere can be eradicated through the association of a
sant. But those sins committed against sants cannot be eliminated by
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any other means, except through the mercy of the sant.
“It is stated in the scriptures
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(A sin committed elsewhere is destroyed at a holy place; but when
committed at that holy site, the sin becomes so embedded into that
person, that it cannot be eradicated). For that reason, a person who
does not demerit a sant, can acquire an intense love for the
Satsang [4].” Gadhada First Section Chapter 1
Vachanamrut Amdavad Section, Chapter 7

In Samvat 1882, Fagan Vad 7 (Thursday 30 March 1826), Swami
Shree Sahajanandji Maharaj was holding a narration of the Vasudevmahatmya scripture, in the room above the gate to Shree Nar-Narayan
Temple in Amdavad. At the time of dusk, He arose and presided on a
dais under the neem tree near the gate. A pink coloured turban (pagh)
was adorned on His head from which tassels of roses were draped.
He was adorned with many garlands of rose flowers. A white shawl
(pachedi) was draped around Him and He was wearing white trousers
(surval). He was presiding facing East amongst a congregation of
munis and disciples from various regions that had assembled before
His lotus face.

At that time, Pragji Dave asked a question to the munis. (1) “Describe
the manner through which the mind never strays away from God.”
Shreejimaharaj replied, “Here! I shall answer that.” Saying this,
Shreejimaharaj continued, “In Piplana, at the home of the Brahmin
Ladha, I asked Ramanand Swami, ‘are you the eternal (sanatan) God
or are you a contemporary (aadhunik) God?’ Ramanand Swami did
not say anything. He did not answer the question. During the famine
of Samvat 1869 (1813 CE), when I became ill, I went to Kshir-sagar,
where Shesh-shayi-Narayan rests on Shesh-shaya. I saw Ramanand
Swami there. He was dressed in a white dhoti and a shawl was draped
around him. I also saw many others sitting at the lotus feet of Sheshshayi-Narayan. I then asked Narayan, ‘who is this Ramanand Swami?’
Narayan then replied, ‘he is the one who knows Brahm.’ Then,
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Ramanand Swami merged into the body of Narayan. After that, I
returned to My physical body and looked within Myself. I visualised the
place where Pranav and naad are heard and just then, the bull
Nandishwar (the vehicle of Shiv) arrived. I sat on him and went to
Kailas. From there, I sat on Garud (the eagle that is the vehicle of
Vishnu) and went towards Vaikunth and Brahm-mahol. However,
Garud was unable to fly there, so I flew alone and went to the abode
of Shree Purushottam, which is above all. There, I saw that only I am
Purushottam; there is no other who is greater than Me. Having
travelled to all these places, I returned to My body and again looked
within My heart. I realised that the only one who creates, sustains and
destroys the infinitely many cosmoses is Me; and it is due to My lustre
that infinitely many Shivs, Brahmas of infinitely many cosmoses, and
infinitely many Kailases, Vaikunths, Goloks, Brahm-purs, and infinitely
many other abodes are all lustrous. What am I like? If I were to nudge
the Earth with My big toe, the lands of infinitely cosmoses would start
to quake. The suns, moons, stars, etc. are all lustrous due to My lustre.
If someone understands Me in this manner and develops a
determination for Me, his mind never strays away from God, i.e. from
Me [1].

“Furthermore, I ensure that all the souls that have come to My shelter
and will come to My shelter, and understand this, attain My supreme
abode. I will ensure that they become like the omniscient, and I will
make them capable of performing the creation, etc., of the cosmoses.
However, having attained this prowess, they must not start to believe,
‘only I am eminent’, and disregard the pratyaksh Shree Nar-Narayan
in the guise of a sage. They must not allow such egotistical thoughts
to arise. They should realise, ‘it is due to the mercy of Lord Shree
Swaminarayan that I have attained such greatness.’” In this manner,
Shreejimaharaj answered this question [2]. Amdavad Section, Chapter 7

Section D

Kirtan - Ᾱja māre orade re

Verse 1
Ᾱja māre orade re, āvya avināshi albel;
Bāi me bolāviyā re, sundar chogāvālo chel………1
Today to my home, the eternal Lord came; Friend! I called out to Him,
the majestically turbaned Lord (1).
Nirakhyā nen$ā bhari re, Natawar sundar Shree Ghanashyām;
Shobhā shi kahu re, nirakhi lāje kotik kām………2
I stared at Him, the mesmerizing and beautiful Shree Ghanshyam;
How can I describe His charm, in comparison to whom, the beauty of
millions Kam-dev (deities of love) pale into insignificance (2).
Guthi gulābnā re, kant%he āropyā me hār;
Laine vāran%ā re, charne lāgi vāramvār……3
Having made garlands of roses, I placed them around His neck;
Taking His blessings, I bowed down to His feet again and again (3).
Ᾱpyo me to ādare re, besvā chākhal%iyo kari pyār;
Puchya prit shu re, bāi me sarve samāchār…….4
With reverence and love, I placed a cushion for Him to preside upon;
Lovingly, I asked Him about everything that was occurring (4).
Kaho ne Hari kyā hatā re, kyā thaki āvyā Dharmkumār;
Sundar sobhatā re, ange sajiyā che shan$agār……..5
I asked, ‘tell me oh Son of Dharma! Where did You go, and from where
did You come?’ He looked immensely splendid, having adorned
different kinds of robes and jewellery (5).
Paheri prit shu re, surangi suthan%ali sukha den%;
Nadi hir ni re, jota trupt na thaye nen$…....6
The Lord had mercifully adorned a richly coloured tunic; A silken
waistband was tied around Him, and His splendour was so great that
my eyes were never becoming satiated from seeing Him (6).
Upar od$hiao re, gud$ho ret%o jovā lāgy;
Sajani te same re, dhanya dhanya nirakhyā tenā bhāgy…….7
Around Him was draped a thick shawl that was truly worth looking at;
My friends I tell you! Only the fortunate and blessed could have the
opportunity to visualise Him that way (7).
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Mastak upare re, band%hyu mol%idu amuly;
Kotika ravi shashi re, te to na āve tene tuly…….8
An expensive cloth was tied around His head in the form of a turban;
The splendour of millions of suns and moons would not be comparable
to Him (8).
Reshami kor no re, kar ma sahyo che rumāl;
Premānanda to re, e chabi nirakhi thayo nihal…….9
He held a handkerchief with a silk embroidered border in His hand;
Premanand says, ‘seeing that form, I became truly fulfilled’ (9).
Verse 2
Sajani sānbhal%o re, shobhā varn$avu te ni teh;
Murti sambhārtā re, mujne upajyo ati sneh……….1
Oh my friends listen! I will describe the splendour of that very Murti;
Recalling His Murti, immense love arose within me (1).
Paheryā te same re, Harie ange alankār;
Jevā me nirakhyā re , tevā varn$avu karine pyar………..2
At that time, the Lord had worn adornments; I describe them, in the
manner that I visualised them (2).
Barās kapur na re, paheryā haide sundar hār;
Torā pāgha ma re, te par madhukar kare gunjār …….3
Splendid garlands made of baras camphor were worn around His neck;
Tassels of the same were hanging from His turban, around which
honey bees were buzzing (3).
Bāju berakhā re, bahye kapur na shobhit;
Kadā kapura na re, jota chore sahunā chita……….4
The decorative armlets around His biceps were made from the
same camphor; Seeing the camphor bracelets attracted everyone’s
minds (4).
Sarve ang ma re, ude atarani bahu for;
Chore chit ne re, hasatā kamal%nayan ni kor………5
An intense fragrance was radiated from His entire body; The shape of
His smiling lotus eyes stole everyone’s attention (5).
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Hastā heta ma re, saune detā sukh ānand;
Rasrup Murti re, Shree Hari keval% karunā kand……..6
Lovingly He laughed, and imparted bliss and happiness to everyone;
The beautiful Murti of Shree Hari is truly full of mercy (6).
Adbhut upmā re, kahetā Shesha na pāme pār;
Dhari ne Murti re, jan$e āvyo ras srungār………7
Even Shesh (with his 1000 heads) cannot completely describe the
extraordinary glory; Such is His Murti, the beauty of which is
unsurpassed (7).
Vhalap ven$ ma re, nen$ā karunā ma bharpur;
Angoang mā re, jan$e ugyā agan$it sur…………..8
His words are filled with compassion, His eyes are kind and full
of generosity; From each aspect of His body, it appears as if countless
suns have radiated (8).
Kartā vātdi re, boli amrut sarikhā ven$;
Premānandnā re, jota trupt na thāye nen$…………9
Whilst talking to us, He spoke words that were as sweet as nectar;
Premanand’s eyes are never satiated by seeing Him (9).

Verse 3
Bolyā Shree Hari re, sāmbhal%o narnari harijan;
Mare ek vartā re, sau ne sambhal%avyā nu che man………1
Lord Shree Hari said, listen all disciples, both men and women; I wish
to narrate something to you all (1).
Mari Murti re, marā lok bhog ne Mukta;
Sarve divya che re, tyā to joyāni che jukta………..2
My Murti, My abode, My activities and My Muktas; All are divine and
splendidly worthy of visualising (2).
Maru dhām che re, Akshar amrut jenu nām;
Sarve sāmarthi re, shakti gun$e kari abhirām..……..3
My abode has the name Akshar-amrut; All prowess, strength and
virtues exist there (3).
Ati tejomay re, Ravi Shashi kotik varane jāy;
Shital% shant che re, tej ni upmā nav devāy…………4
It is so immensely lustrous that even millions of suns and moons are
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insignificant compared to it. That lustre is soothing and peaceful, and
cannot be described by words (4).
Temā hu rahu re, dvibhuj divya sadā sākār;
Durlabh dev ne re, māro koi na pāme pār………..5
I preside within it, with a two-armed, divine unchanging form; Even the
eminent deities cannot truly assimilate My glory (5).
Jeev Ishwar tano re, Māyā Kāl% Purush Pradhān;
Sahu ne vasha karu re, sahu no prerak hu Bhagvan……….6
Jeev, Ishwar, Maya, Kaal, Purush, Pradhan etc.; They are controlled
by Me and I am the God who inspires them all (6).
Agan$it vishva ni re, utpati pālan pralay thāy;
Māri marji vinā re, koi thi tarn$u nav todāy………..7
I create, sustain and destroy the infinitely many cosmoses; Without
My will, not even a blade of grass can be picked (7).
Em mane jan$ajo re, marā āshrit sau narnāri;
Me to tam āgal%e re, vārtā satya kari che mari…………8
All my disciples both men and women, understand Me in that way; I
have revealed the truth about Me to you all (8).
Hu to tam karan$e re, āvyo dhām thaki dhari deha;
Premānand no re, vhālo varsyā amrut meha………..9
For your sake, I have come from the abode and assumed a human
body; Premanand’s beloved showered such words of nectar (9).
Verse 4
Val%i sau sāmbhal%o re, mari varta param anup;
Param siddhant che re, sau ne hitkāri sukhrup………1
Again, all listen to My words of immense importance; It contains the
core principles, that are beneficial and blissful to all (1).
Sahu haribhakt ne re, javu hoye māre dhām;
To mane sevjo re, tame suddha bhave thai niskām………..2
All disciples who wish to attain My abode; Serve Me with sincerity and
selflessness (2).
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Sahu haribhakt ne re, rahevu hoya māri pasa;
To tame meljo re, mithyā panch vishay ni āsh………3
All disciples who wish to live with Me; Discard any affection for the
false five sensations (3).
Muj vinā jan$ajo re, bijā mayik sahu ākar;
Priti todajo re, jut%ha jan$i kutumb parivār……….4
Realise that except for Me, all mortal forms are untrue; Sever affection
from all, understanding family and all other relations are false (4).
Sau tame pal%ajo re, sarve dradha kari mārā nem;
Tam par rizase re, Dharm ne Bhakti karshe kshem……….5
Everyone must abide by all My commands with strict conviction;
Consequently, Dharma and Bhakti will become pleased with you and
bless you (5).
Sant haribhakta ne re, didho shikshā no upadesh;
Latakā hāth nā re, karta shobhe Natvar vesh…………6
To all the Sants and disciples, I have given these words of advice; The
Lord gesticulated with His hands as He said these words of nectar,
and looked truly splendid (6).
Nij jan upare re, amrut varsyā ānandkand;
Jem sahu aushadhi re, prite poshe puran$chand………..7
For the benefit of His own disciples, He blissfully showered nectar in
the form of His blessings; Like a medicine that is lovingly nourished
by the full moon (7).
Shobhe sant mā re, jem koi udugan$ mā udurāj;
Ishwar uday thaya re, kal%imā karavā jan nā kaj………8
He looks immensely attractive amongst the Sants, like a moon
amongst a cluster of stars; The Lord Himself has manifested within
this Kaliyug for the salvation of souls (8).
Ā pad shikhshe re, gāshe sambhal%she kari pyar;
Premānandno re, Swami leshe teni sār……….9
Realise that whosoever learns these verses, sings and listens to them
with faith and loving devotion; Premanand’s Master (Lord Shree
Swaminarayan) will take care of him (9).

Vadhāmn$ā nu pad
(Rāg – D$hol%)

Verses of Auspicious Welcoming

Ānand āpyo ati ghan$o re, ā samāmā Albel ... Purushottam pragati re,
Immense happiness is imparted, in this present time; Purushottam has
manifested.
Amrut nā sindhu ulatyā re, rangdāni val%i che rel… Purushottam..
Ocean of nectar have overflown, and immersed all in torrents of joy;
Purushottam has manifested.
Nirbhayni nobat vāgiyu re, mal%iyā Mohanrāy… Purushottam..
Drums of fearlessness have resonated everywhere, the enchanting
Lord has been attained; Purushottam has manifested.
Vidh-vidh thayā vadhāmn$ā re, kasar nā rahi kay… Purushottam..
Being welcomed in numerous different ways, no manner of deficiency
remained; Purushottam has manifested.
Khot gai che khovāi ne re, jeetyā nā jāgi dhol… Purushottam..
Any manner of deficiency has now disappeared, the big drums of
victory now sound; Purushottam has manifested.
Dukh gayu bahu din nu re, āviu sukha atol… Purushottam..
The pain of many days has gone, and infinite happiness has come;
Purushottam has manifested.
Kal%ash chad$āvyo kalyan$ no re, sahu nā mastak par mod…
Purushottam..
The urn (Kalash) of salvation, now splendidly presides on everyone’s
head; Purushottam has manifested.
Dhany dhany ā avatār ne re, jovā rākhi nahi jod… Purushottam..
Infinitely many praises to this Incarnation, to whom there is no equal;
Purushottam has manifested.
Sahu ni pare sahu upare re, evi chalāvi che rit… Purushottam..
Separate from everyone else and beyond everything else, is the
manner that He established; Purushottam has manifested.
No’ti dit%hi no’ti sambhal%i re, pragtāvi evi punit… Purushottam..
Never before has the world seen or heard about, such extraordinary
practices that have been established; Purushottam has manifested.
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Sarve nā Swāmi Shreehari re, sarve nā kahā’viyā Shyām…
Purushottam..
Shree Hari who is the Master of all, revered as the God of all;
Purushottam has manifested.
Sarve nā niyantā Nāthaji re, sarve nā kariyā kām… Purushottam..
The Lord and controller of all, bestowed salvation to all; Purushottam
has manifested.
Swāminārāyan$$ nām no re shiko besād$iyo āp… Purushottam..
Revealing His eternal ‘Swaminarayan’ name, He established it as the
authority (key); Purushottam has manifested.
E nām ne je āsharyā re, tenā te tāl%iyā tāp… Purushottam..
Whosoever took resort of this name, their numerous kinds of miseries
were removed; Purushottam has manifested.
Dhāmi je Akshardhām nā re, ten$e āpyo che ānand… Purushottam..
The Lord of Akshardham has given happiness; Purushottam has
manifested.
Akhand ānand āpi jeev ne re, kāpyā bhāre bhav fand…
Purushottam..
Eternal bliss has been granted to souls, and the misery of birth and
death have been removed; Purushottam has manifested.
Khātā vad%āviyā khot nā re, khari karāvi che khāt%ya… Purushottam..
Losses through infinitely many births are reversed, and true progress
has been attained; Purushottam has manifested.
Bandha kidhā bijā bāran$ā re, vaheti kidhi dhām vāt… Purushottam..
Closing the doors to all the other realms, He has opened a pathway
to His abode; Purushottam has manifested.
Tam tāl%u trilok nu re, prakāshi Puran$ Bhram… Purushottam..
Having illuminated Himself, He discarded the darkness of the Tri-lok;
Purushottam has manifested.
Andharu rahu tu āvari re, te gau thau sugam… Purushottam..
Gloom that persisted everywhere has now completely gone, so
everything has become visible; Purushottam has manifested.
Suraj Sahajānandji re, āpe thayā cho udyot… Purushottam..
The Sun, in the form of Lord Sahajanand (Swaminarayan), Himself
has become perceptible; Purushottam has manifested.
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Purv ni dishāe pragatya re, chotā motā karyā khadyot…
Purushottam..
After coming from the East, all the other great and mighty (deities,
incarnations etc.), now pail into insignificance; Purushottam has
manifested.
Ashad%hi meghe āvi karyā re, jājā bijā zākal%… Purushottam..
His manifestation is alike the heavy monsoon rains. In comparison to Him,
all others are like drops of morning dew; Purushottam has manifested.
Pur chalyā pruthavi pare re, dhoyā dharti nā mal%… Purushottam..
The Earth has become flooded with great waves, cleaning the filth
away; Purushottam has manifested.
Gājvij ne varsavu re, agam sugam kariu soy… Purushottam..
Like a thunder, lightning and rainfall, the unattainable has become
accessible; Purushottam has manifested.
Sahu jan ne sukha āpiu re, dukhi rahu nahi koi… Purushottam..
Giving joy to all people, no-one remained in distress; Purushottam has
manifested.
Sharm no d%hol sun$aviyo re ,devā lāgyā pote dāty… Purushottam..
The drum of salvation has sounded, as He started to bestow blessings;
Purushottam has manifested.
Durbal% na dukh kāpiyā re, na joi jāt kujāt… Purushottam..
The pains of the distressed are alleviated, without concern about their
class or race; Purushottam has manifested.
Dhany dhany mārā Nāthaji re, dhany uddhāriyā jan… Purushottam..
Glory to my Lord, glory to the saviour of the people; Purushottam
has manifested.
Dhany dhany ā avtār ne re, bhale mal%yā bhagvān… Purushottam..
Glory to my birth, in which I could attain the supreme God;
Purushottam has manifested.
Vāri vāri jāu vāran$e re, karyā amārā kāj… Purushottam..
Again and again I wish for the removal of all miseries, for He has
granted us salvation; Purushottam has manifested.
Ghan$e hete Ghanashyāmji re, mal%yā albelo āj… Purushottam..
Due to His immense mercy, today we have attained the charming
Ghanshyam; Purushottam has manifested.
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Kahie mukhe thi ketalu re, āpiyu che je ānand… Purushottam..
How much can we say with our mouths, to describe the joy He has
given; Purushottam has manifested.
Nishkul%anand jāy vāran$e re, saheje mal%ya Sahajānand…
Purushottam..
Nishkulanand feels thankful, as Sahajanand has been effortlessly
attained; Purushottam has manifested.

Sample Exam Paper
Sanskar Deepika Part 7
Examination Time: 3 hours. Pass Mark: 50

Q.1a Complete the Blanks in the following statements. (10 marks)
1
Any obstacle that arises in one's mind and which hinders a
disciple whilst meditating to the Murti of God, is called
__________.
2
Someone who does not appreciate the services that are
rendered to him should be considered an _________ person.
3
A person with prudence attains __________ within the Faith.
4
The attendants of Bhuma-purush who are in the state of
endeavouring reside in the abode, ___________.
5
__________ that is combined with spiritual knowledge is never
destroyed.
6
If someone uses spiritual knowledge to support his thinking that
the religious decree is false, he should be recognised as being
a __________.
7
He who has conquered his own mind has conquered the entire
_____________.
8
By keeping the five senses associated with God, __________
shines within one’s intellect.
9
A person who has the kind of nature of seeing the _________
of others, develops a firm foundation within the Faith.
10
Discarding affection for worldly objects and developing affection
for God is the essence of all the ___________.
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Q.1b State whether the following statements are true of false. If they
are false, write them correctly.
(10 marks)
1
The number of Chapters in the Vachanamrut is 212.
2
The association with a Sant is akin to an immensely potent wishfulfilling gem (Param Chintamani).
3
By conquering one’s senses, the antahkarans are set free.
4
If one’s sense of hearing in particular is completely conquered,
all the other senses will also be conquered.
5
Nothing can be fulfilled without having upasana.
6
Pradhan-purush is the same entity as Vairat-purush.
7
Vasudev-Brahm is Brahm when associated with Maya.
8
The abode called Avyakrut exists outside the globe of this Earth.
9
The manomay sphere refers to the mind.
10
The physical (Sthool) body comprises of 9 principal constituents
(tattva).
Q.2 Answer the following questions.
(20 marks)
1
In order, write the different sections of the Vachanamrut and the
number of chapters within each.
2
What is the nature of intense passion (Vasna)?
3
Who can be referred to as the Swasidh-anadi, i.e. who is the
self-accomplished eternal entity?
4
What is meant by swabhavik nature?
5
What are the characteristics of lethargy (pramad) and
infatuation (moh)? How are they eradicated?
6
What should be understood by the example of the larva and the
bee?
7
What principle should be understood from the example of
King Galav?
8
What type of activity would constitute being an ‘episode’ and
what would be classified as being a ‘behaviour’?
Q.3 Answer the following questions
(20 marks)
1
In which manner is an attainment regarded as being the sakshat
attainment?
2
Explain what is meant by the command, ‘one should not wish
to enjoy any object that are meant for the Lord’?
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What are the characteristics of an insignificant person (pamar),
a sensual person (vishayi), a person desiring salvation
(mumukshu) and a downfallen (patit) person?
4
How can one recognise the immoral associations that exist
within the Faith?
Q.4 Answer the following questions
(20 marks)
1
Describe the four types of devastation.
2
What is meant by the statement, ‘ascetics and gruhasths who
have intense desires for the six tendencies, such as greed for
wealth, will not be contented’?
Q.5a Write Vachanamrut Amdavad Section, Chapter 7
(10 marks)

Q.5b Write the entire following verse
(5 marks)
Bolyaa Shree Hari re, sambhalo narnari harijan (Lord Shree Hari
said, listen all disciples, both men and women)
Q.5c Complete the following verses
(5 marks)
1
Nirakhya ………….kotik kam
2
Baras………………..gunjar
3
Muj…………………..parivar
4
Kalas…………………jod
5
Suraj…………………khadyot

Jay Shree Swaminarayan
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